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What does isolation look like?
I wanted to experiment with the emotions that are encompassed with feeling isolated. My goal 

throughout this school year was to more effectively work with Photoshop to showcase complex ideas. As I 
continued to try and deepen the meaning within my photos, I also began to fixate on the effects isolation has 
on mental health.

I not only began to use Photoshop more, but felt like text could add more significance into my works. I 
used text in image #4 to visually display a thought process. In other images (image #1) text was used to 
enhance emotions that were too vague. But, most of my photos have no text so that they’re open to 
interpretation. I also experimented with light and shadow to bring depth into black & white images. I began 
with using a single light at different angles (image #4). Through use of this lighting I wanted to show the 
effect isolation has on mental health. Then, I was inspired to work with a funnel & light (images #2 and #7). 
By working with the circle’s specific shape, the emotions from physical seclusion are more clearly 
demonstrated. In the rest of my images, I used natural light in order to exhibit how isolation affects one in a 
more relatable environment.























SELECTED WORKS



My idea for this photo was to contrast light 

and dark. I wanted the separation to be clear. I 

used Hamlet’s “To be, or not to be” quote 

because it exemplifies the internal struggle that is 

dealt with in terms of mental health.

In this photo I used a light and applied a 

funnel to make the circle shape more defined. I 

wanted to show both light and dark because 

isolation can have both good and bad sides to it. 

It can bring hope or there can be more struggles.



For this photo my idea was to 
show someone grasping for more & to 
evoke a feeling of drowning or loss of 
self. 

I used a single light and black 
background for this image. 
While editing in Photoshop, I wanted 
to show the loss of identity and the 
crossing off of the eyes is significant 
in doing so. I used the text to example 
how that loss would feel. I wanted to 
focus on the model and enhance that 
emotion with text.



My idea for this photo was the effect 

that comes through being isolated. You feel 

distressed or overwhelmed. I wanted to show 

the self destructive side of isolation.

To create this image my camera was 

placed on a tripod and I shot several different 

shots because I wanted the hands to come in 

at all types of angles. I used a tie around the 

eyes to make the image more vague. Then, in 

Photoshop, I layered the images and placed 

the hands where I wanted them. 


